For a new approach to collaboration

Start here >
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Teamwork wins!

Huddle Space

Visualise the most knowledgeable and experienced minds, connected

Think Tank

with powerful tools that empower imaginative and productive thinking,

Co-creation solutions to inspire and stimulate

enabling instant concept visualization. Unlock your organisation’s potential

Meeting and Conference Room

and capability, instantly share, contribute and collectively think forward.
At NEC, we deliver immersive collaboration solutions, whether it’s a
huddle, a group or a conference; technology that brings structure to your
inspiration, generating more team wins!

For a new standard in group productivity Start here >
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Distance Guide
Choosing the ideal screen size and distance

For an interactive meeting room advisor with further specifications
and display selection information, visit collaboration-nec.com.
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Huddle Space

Presentation Displays
Start-up instantly, accessing information displayed
in ultra-high definition on your large format screen.
Sizes up to 55” are ideal for smaller gatherings,
viewed at close proximity for detailed analysis
of data. Mosaic Connect enables participants to
connect and present simultaneously from any
device, even remote users, who, in natural colour
reproduction appear as if sitting alongside you.

Let’s huddle!
For the ‘do it now’ meeting.

Interactive Displays

When inspiration comes, nurture it instantly, share your idea and see it grow. No delay or
interruption, no need to book a room; huddle spaces support immediate unimpeded exchanges
for small groups of up to five people. An intimate and quiet space welcoming local and remote
participants via video-conferencing.

large format or small, we expect the same instant,

Where there’s a screen we’re compelled to touch it;
intuitive gesture swipe. NEC ShadowSenseTM
touch technology supports seamless annotation
with a paper-like writing experience and superb
precision accuracy. Finger or pen, whatever your
preference, auto palm erasing and no ghost

Step away from your working desk and engage, quickly, comfortably and productively with team
colleagues. No scheduling required, take a seat and share your ideas.

touches allows freedom of touch and swipe..

For instant collaboration Start here >

Collaboration Solutions

> Benefits
•
•
•
•
•

One to one sessions for up to 5 people
Ad hoc, no room booking required
Share, create and co-create content
Easy start video conferencing
Fixed or mobile solutions

Good teamwork knows no boundaries and good
collaboration tools allow access to talent and
expertise wherever it is located. Gather your team
from across the globe via the NEC UHD screen
and Soundbar with built-in wide-angle camera and
high quality audio to virtually seat them amongst
your huddle. Instant wireless presentation allows
any participant to take the lead at any time.
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Think Tank

Creative Wall
Any surface provides the opportunity to create;
embrace your inner child, for once you are allowed to
write on the walls! NEC high resolution ultra-short
throw interactive projection provides a creative
wall to inspire idea generation. A huge interactive
whiteboard, yet when it’s powered off there’s no
‘black screen’, just the seamless integration of creative
potential.

Start thinking!
Touch Table

Creativity unlimited.

Gathering around a table is a natural way to

Capturing the concept, practice or solution that propels your organisation to greater success
comes from an effective meeting of minds, an immersive workspace and a clear vision of the
elements that will drive that big idea.

interact with others. A touch table enables
instant access and manipulation of data whilst
encouraging social interactions and eye contact
across the surface. NEC’s touch table with 3MTM

This is where creativity and ideas get the space to grow. Rearrange the furniture on the fly
to generate the right atmosphere for inspiration. Stand, sit on a bar stool, lie on a sofa; gather
around a touch table or in front of a digital canvas. In short, remove all barriers that impede
creativity.

PCAP touch technology has a bezel-free design
with intuitive finger swipe control for a meeting
less-ordinary.

For creative think-tanks Start here >

> Benefits
•
•
•
•

Break the constraints of tradition, think creatively,
unconventionally
Encouraging creativity and co-ordinated thinking
Inspirational environments
Share, create and co-create content

Big Canvas
Where a surface has no limits, NEC’s InfinityBoard
delivers infinite space to promote creative teamwork
and idea generation, even involving teams in
different locations. An 86” UHD screen in a side-byside arrangement achieves a physical 3.8m wide
digital canvas of pixel-free visualization, yet with
infinitely more virtual surface. With built-in remote
collaboration tools, thinking goes global.
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Meeting Room
Projection
When reproducing large scalable images, laser
projection offers a high bright solution for high
impact presentation in meeting rooms of up to
15 participants. Discreetly ceiling mounted and
maximizing wall surface space, NEC’s long-life laser
projection solutions feature embedded MultiPresenter
functionality for seamless wireless presentation.

Get Engaged!
Beyond the traditional meeting room.

Large Format
With sizes up to a whopping 98” in ultra-high

When you need your audience to ‘buy in’ to your concept, when full participation is required, it
is essential to make an impact right from the start. Larger, highly visible images with enhanced
colour and crisp detail ensure your message gets across even to larger groups. Well-motivated
participants, local or remote, are poised to take the lead or step in with ideas when invited.

definition, even in larger meeting rooms, readability
is good from the far side of the room with
appropriate resolution to support detailed data
presentation. Get straight to the point with instant
meeting start-up and Mosaic Connect for wireless

With modular options, NEC offers the flexibility to match the ideal-fit collaborative meeting
room solution to your groups’ and venues’ needs, perfectly primed to support fruitful and
engaging discussions.

presentation to ensure an effortlessly impressive
presentation delivery.

For presentation and collaboration Start here >

> Benefits
•
•
•
•

Interact and collaborate naturally
For small to medium sized groups
Easy set-up and start solutions
Create and share content

NEC InfinityBoard
With up to 15 participants in the room and more
joining from across the globe, a wide-angle videoconferencing camera ensures no one is snoozing at
the back. Keep your audience’s full attention with
ultra-high resolution and precise colour reproduction,
ensuring superb quality visualisation and good
readability for all, regardless of their location.
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Board Room

Laser Projection
Laser light source projection delivers high-bright, highresolution content for excellent readability of even the
most detailed information. A large scalable screen size
projected from its discreet ceiling mounted position
maintains a compelling TCO over its long life. The builtin MultiPresenter and instant start-up functionality
means you’re ready to get down to business.

Decision time.
Uncompromising quality in the Board Room.

Large Presentation Displays

For decision making at the highest level, where critical exchanges may determine the direction or
financial security of an organisation; creating an environment for seamless and instant exchange
with precise, highly detailed visual information you can trust, gives the confidence to make
decisions that stand.

With sizes up to 98”, NEC’s renowned quality perfectly
fits the needs of the boardroom with full compatibility
with Crestron Corporate Solutions and Cisco Webex.
Ultra-high resolution image reproduction enables
detailed analysis of data with instant start-up
and wireless presentation functionality. Seamless

Uncompromising quality and flexibility to facilitate spontaneous brainstorming, sharing ideas
across multiple locations and eye to eye contact with remote participants as if they were in the
same room are vital elements.

integration with optional coloured bezels complements
any high quality interior design.

For critical decision making Start here >

> Benefits
•
•
•
•

Ideal for critical meetings, whether technical,
financial or planning, involving the entire board
Representative environment
Easy set-up video conferencing
Create, co-create and share content

Direct View LED Wall
Impress your boardroom guests as an early adopter of
the next big technology. Fine pitch indoor 16:9 dvLED
modules scale up to fit the space available for a superlarge format bezel-free digital canvas in FHD or UHD
resolution. Even in the brightest direct sunlight, content
is crisp, detailed and easily readable from either end of
the boardroom table. An incredible 80,000 hours life
span makes this an investment well worth considering.
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NEC Solutions Guide
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Solutions for every
collaboration or meeting
NEC delivers total meeting room solutions which
simply work. Our customer-centred consultative
approach ensures your collaboration or meeting
space objectives are addressed with perfectly
tailored technology solutions. What’s more, you can
be assured of future-proof, fit for purpose operation
with NEC’s robust and reliable implementation of
technology and support.
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Projection Solution
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5.

Wireless Presentation

9.

LED Videowall

Scalable screen size and long life; discreet creativity in 		

Connect and present; seamless and slick switching 			

High status impact; content delivered with 		

bezel-less large format visualisation.

between presenters.

distinction where decision making is business critical.

Huddle Solution

6.

Microphone / Speaker

10. Mosaic Connect Box

Up close and personal; detailed analysis of data demands 		

Clarity of sound; modular options ensure superb audio 		

A wireless presentation solution which allows 		

ultra-high resolutions.

performance.

multiple users to wirelessly stream content from 		

Touch Table

their devices to a main meeting room display.

LCD Conferencing Solution

7.

Large format presentation; eyeball to eyeball in the same 		

Limitless imagination; gather round and share across 		

room or across the globe.

the table for a fresh orientation in creativity.

Collaboration Soundbar

8.

InfinityBoard

All in one camera, microphone and speaker system; from 		

Empowering infinite ideation; an all in one facilitator of 		

meeting room to collaboration space.

collaboration without boundaries.
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Display Size and Distance Guide

Huddle Space

Size-up your meeting.
In a meeting room, the perception of image size differs according to

Whether for impromptu or scheduled
meetings, a typical huddle space
accommodates 3 to 5 participants within
a small private space, equipped for
collaboration amongst the group or across
the world.

Screen Size

Distance

Participants

<65”

<2.5m

<5

Screen Size

Distance

Participants

<86”

<3.0m

<5

Screen Size

Distance

Participants

the distance between the viewer and the screen. For example, at a
distance of 4m, a 65” display appears to be the size of a 16” notebook
and at 8m, like a 10” iPad. For this reason, the optimal screen size
should be considered to ensure productivity and the number of
recommended meeting participants should not be exceeded thus
ensuring more productive gatherings.
This table offers some typical scenarios, distances and screen

Think Tank
Designed to facilitate outside-of-the-box
creativity and brainstorming, the think tank
is an informal space, equipped with flexible,
modular resources within an inspirational
environment, designed to empower original
thinking.

sizes to help you define which technology is most likely to fit your

Meeting Room

requirements.
Typical meeting scenarios include Huddle Spaces, Think Tanks,
Meeting Rooms, Conference Room, Board Rooms and Auditoriums

Viewer display size
perception over distance

A more conventional meeting space yet
equipped with video conferencing and
collaborative tools to ensure full inclusion
from all participants and enabling anyone
to take the lead with content seamlessly
switching to the master display.

Meeting

<15

Board Room
Gathered around the Board Room table,
viewing must be equally impressive whether
up close or farther away. Where impressions
count, a fully equipped prestige board room
confirms your reputation as a business leader.

Laptop

55”- 86” <6.0m

Auditorium

Screen Size

Distance

Participants

>75”

>6.0m

<20

Screen Size

Distance

Participants

>75”

>6.0m

<30

Screen Size

Distance

Participants

>100”

>6.0m

>30

Conference Room
Larger than a traditional meeting space,
it is vital to maintain audience attention
with large scale, high contrast visuals with
seamless switching between presenters
for a slick delivery, ensuring impressive and
productive conferences.

Auditorium
Broadcasting information to a large group,
super large format visualization helps to
anchor your audiences’ attention, even those
on the back row, to ensure your message
delivers with full impact.
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